Digital Learning with i-Ready® Classroom Mathematics

Digital Solutions, Family Support, and Educator Resources

Develop independent, mathematical thinkers, whether your students are learning in school or at home. i-Ready Classroom Mathematics has designed a suite of tools to help you implement high-quality instruction in any setting.

Digital Instruction and Practice

Assignable Digital Resources
Assign files directly to students through any learning management system (LMS). Students show their work using a third-party PDF editor and submit work back to the teacher through their LMS for grading.

Develop Session Video Library
Give students 24/7 access to a personal math tutor. These instructional videos can be used for distance learning, homework support, or reteaching session concepts.

Digital Math Tools Powered by Desmos
Perfect for virtual instruction, these easy-to-use visual manipulatives help students deepen their understanding of concepts.

Interactive Practice with Technology-Enhanced Items
Reinforce students' understanding with digital practice that provides immediate, meaningful feedback.

Learning Games
Engage students in playful fluency practice in a low-stakes environment. In-depth reports offer real-time snapshots of skills progress and growth mindset.

Works with Google Classroom, Canvas, Schoology, and more!
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Digital Assessments and Actionable Reports
Comprehension Checks assess student understanding and provide in-depth, yet intuitive reports for easy instructional planning.

Personalized Instruction* for Every Learner
Independent, online lessons precisely target the needs of individual students and give them access to grade-level instruction.
*i-Ready Personalized Instruction is an optional add-on.

Family and Educator Support

Unit Flow & Progression Videos
With remote learning, families are playing a greater role in supporting student learning. These videos highlight the progression of concepts and mathematical models used in each unit, making family support easier.

Guidance for Learning at School and Home
Support various learning environments with guidance and resources that include example schedules, video models of online instruction, communication templates, and more!

Contact your local Curriculum Associates representative to learn more!
CurriculumAssociates.com/FindYourRep